Fort Worth Weavers Guild ~~ Mentee Form
Objective: The goal of the FWWG Mentoring Program is to provide a nurturing environment for novice weavers, new Guild
members or others who need weaving-related assistance. The Program is meant to offer support, act as a resource or assist with
weaving-related questions until an individual is able to stand alone.
It is the responsibility of the Mentoring Chair to obtain information about the specific needs of each new mentee, as well as the
skills, specialties and limitations of each potential mentor to ensure the best possible match. If you are in need of a Mentor,
please complete this form as fully as possible. Please print clearly.
Name:
Complete Address (include city and zipcode):
Telephone Number(s):
E-mail Address:
How long have you been weaving?

Have you ever had a weaving class?

If you have had a class, when and with whom?
If you own a loom or looms, what type(s)?

What other type(s) of fiber-related equipment do you have? (Include warping tools.)

If you have weaving software, what program(s)?
What are your specific needs or things you want to learn? Check all that apply.
O Refresh skills.

O Wind a warp & dress a loom.

O Calculate fiber needs for a project.

O Use weaving software.

O Use warping and/or weaving tools.

O Weaving basics.

O Work with color.

O Read and understand drafts.

O Learn to create pattern drafts.

O Need help selecting a loom.

O Rug weaving.

O Sewing with handwoven fabric.

O I am interested in/open to studying a topic with other Mentees? (E.g., Topics could include some or all or the above.)
O I am interested in/open to a study group with other Mentees? (E.g., Learning about a specific weave structure or topic.)
If you have other needs, interests or ideas, please comment.

If you want volunteer as a Mentor for a fiber-related skill you do have, please complete a Mentor Form, and submit it, too.

Return this form to Margaret Arafat at a Guild Meeting, send it to, margaretarafat@yahoo.com, or mail it to 1738 Blevins Lane,
Keller, Texas 76248-3714.

